
adverse
[ʹædvɜ:s] a

1. враждебный; антагонистический
adversecriticism - враждебная /недоброжелательная/ критика

2. неблагоприятный; вредный; противоречащий (чьим-л. ) интересам, желаниям и т. п.
under adversecircumstances - при неблагоприятныхобстоятельствах
it is adverse to their interests - это противоречитих интересам

3. лежащий, расположенный напротив; противоположный
adversepage - противоположнаястраница
adversewinds - встречные /противные/ ветры

4. бот. обращённый

♢ adversepossession - юр. владение, основанное на утверждении правового титула вопреки притязаниям другого лица

Apresyan (En-Ru)

adverse
ad·verse BrE [ˈædvɜ s] NAmE [ˈædvɜ rs] BrE [ədˈvɜ s] NAmE [ədˈvɜ rs]

adjective usually before noun
negativeand unpleasant; not likely to produce a good result

• adverse change /circumstances/weather conditions
• Lack of money will have an adverse effect on our research programme.
• They haveattracted strong adversecriticism .
• This drug is known to have adverseside effects.

Derived Word: ↑adversely

Word Origin:
[adverse adversely ] late Middle English: from Old French advers, from Latin adversus ‘against, opposite’, past participle of

advertere, from ad- ‘to’ + vertere ‘to turn’. Compare with ↑averse.

Example Bank:
• preparing ourselves for a potentially adverse reaction
• Adverse weather conditions meant the rescue had to be abandoned.
• Lack of money will have an adverseeffect on the research programme.
• The new proposal should help those in adversecircumstances .

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

adverse
ad verse /ˈædvɜ s$ -ɜ rs/ BrE AmE adjective

[Date: 1300-1400; Origin: Early French advers, from Latin adversus, past participle of advertere; ⇨↑advert]

1. not good or favourable:
They fear it could have an adverseeffect on global financial markets.
Miller’s campaign has received a good deal of adversepublicity.

2. adverse conditions conditions that make it difficult for something to happen or exist:
The expedition was abandoned because of adverseweather conditions.

—adversely adverb:
developments which had adversely affected their business
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